Marketing Effectiveness: It’s More Than Just ROI

Linking marketing to financial performance is not now — nor has it ever really been — solely about return on investment (ROI). Quantifying the return achieved by marketing activities is a necessary step in the process of connecting marketing to finance, but is not, in itself, sufficient for understanding how marketing helps to achieve business objectives or how its contribution can be improved.

ROI versus Marketing Effectiveness

The concept of ROI is straightforward. An ROI analysis determines whether various investments achieve satisfactory returns relative to other uses of cash. To wit: Is campaign A, a product-based advertising campaign, a better use of cash than campaign B, a brand-building campaign? And does either campaign earn more money for the company than could be made by investments in physical plant and equipment, or by simply accepting the market rate of return for cash investments?

Whether expressed as a percentage (i.e., return/investment) or as the net present value (NPV) of a stream of cash flows over time, ROI analysis is an important component of the overall process of linking marketing to finance. But it isn’t a substitute for understanding how marketing works to achieve business objectives.

Improving marketing effectiveness requires clarifying the strategic intent of all the marketing investments an organization makes, aligning the organization to deliver, and measuring the degree to which those objectives are met. By their nature, many of these business issues don’t fit neatly into the framework of ROI, but the process of examining them still calls out for as much rigor as possible.

This isn’t merely a semantic issue. Understanding the difference between measuring ROI and optimizing marketing effectiveness is as important as distinguishing between a tool and a tool kit, a process and an outcome, an analytical technique and a business solution. Critical decisions such as what to offer, who to target, and how to address the target audience need to be grounded in an overall business strategy. Achieving the desired ROI for a particular activity will be a hollow victory if the overall marketing goals are not met.
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But even if NPV cannot be predicted, an effective and financially oriented market segmentation can be assembled by combining behavioral data with share-of-wallet surveys and market-responsiveness tracking. This approach, though far from true ROI evaluation, can point up enormous financial implications.

The design of products also calls for major financial decisions in the early stages of development. These can defy ROI calculations for several reasons. One is that until the new product platform is finalized, the cost of manufacturing can only be approximated. Another is that these manufacturing costs will vary depending on the product’s specific features, which aren’t fully known until later on in the process.

Research can help to identify the configurations likely to maximize customer choice relative to competition, but it cannot produce accurate multiyear sales forecasts, nor can it predict changes in a competitive market. However, after the basic product parameters are finalized, more focused sales and profit forecasts and more refined ROI estimates can be made.

Large budgets might be spent against the wrong customer target, the wrong objective, or the wrong touch point. An ROI analysis would report a financial failure but would not shed light on why it happened.

Between “R” and “I”

Even when “R” and “I” can be precisely stated, focusing too intently on dollars in versus dollars out may not do justice to everything that happens in between.

Consider fundamental marketing tasks like creating brand awareness and presence in the market, achieving a place in the customer’s consideration set, and positioning the brand with specific benefits relative to the competition. All of these require significant investment before the dollars of return can start pouring in. Several marketing processes have to unfold, on various timeframes, in order for these intermediate outcomes to lead to customer choice, revenue, and profit.
We see that each objective, such as driving traffic to a site or facilitating the opening of accounts, is influenced by some but not all of the marketing levers. In this way, we can tie business and marketing objectives to relevant performance milestones and ensure that appropriate standards are applied in measuring performance. Just as operations managers shouldn’t be penalized for revenue shortfalls, marketing process owners shouldn’t be held to standards they can’t influence. If the marketing campaign is supposed to generate qualified leads and the sales force is supposed to close them, then the campaign is only indirectly responsible for sales revenue. The sales force is directly responsible for revenue, but only if it has qualified leads with which to work.

Without an understanding of the flow of the process, it may be difficult to discern why success or failure occurred and, in the case of failure, what action to take. For example, the *Softer Side of Sears* campaign succeeded in stimulating store visits, but did not generate more purchases. Further diagnosis of conversion from shopping to purchase revealed that customers were disappointed in the selection of merchandise available. Expectations had been successfully raised, but weren’t satisfied.

Measurement of the intermediate processes will shed light on what is working and what isn’t in creating revenue and profit, and what marketing levers should be exercised to achieve the desired outcomes. Creating a diagram to show the influence of the various levers on customer behavior is often useful in identifying where the yield from marketing investment is good and where it falls down, and can provide a basis for needed improvements and strategic redirection. In financial services we often depict a chain of intermediate objectives, such as those shown in Figure 1.

We see that each objective, such as driving traffic to a site or facilitating the opening of accounts, is influenced by some but not all of the marketing levers.

In this way, we can tie business and marketing objectives to relevant performance milestones and ensure that appropriate standards are applied in measuring performance. Just as operations managers shouldn’t be penalized for revenue shortfalls, marketing process owners shouldn’t be held to standards they can’t influence. If the marketing campaign is supposed to generate qualified leads and the sales force is supposed to close them, then the campaign is only indirectly responsible for sales revenue. The sales force is directly responsible for revenue, but only if it has qualified leads with which to work.
Financial results are not realized in spreadsheets and presentations, but in the field where actual interactions with customers happen.

Effectiveness Depends on Execution

Finally, it's important to note that financial results are not realized in spreadsheets and presentations, but in the field where actual interactions with customers happen. Some of the most important steps in marketing effectiveness relate to execution against the chosen strategies and tactics.

For a segmentation to be actionable, the people who have opportunities to interact with customers need to know the segments and have clear ideas of how to treat them based on that knowledge. One way companies achieve this is by creating rich visual descriptions and profiles of customer types and delivering them to all customer-facing employees. For example, marketing managers often display posters depicting representative customers in their work areas to reinforce the idea that employees should be thinking about how to address those types of customers in everything they do.

If product introductions are to succeed, the product must achieve the quality levels specified in its test market phase, receive the promotional support specified in the forecasting models, and secure the field marketing and channel support needed to get the product in front of consumers.

For marketing-mix planning to be useful, the tactical decision makers need to know how to apply the learning from the models, i.e., how to tailor plans based on what's working and what's not working. For example, by using simulation tools to run alternative marketing plan scenarios, they can find the ideal weight, schedule, and copy mix, along with selected pricing and distribution levels, to most efficiently and effectively achieve performance goals for sales and profit.

Marketing Effectiveness: An Ongoing Process

Our work with a major provider of consumer health products illustrates the importance of all these elements working together as part of an ongoing process. A segmentation analysis based on consumer needs, shopping behavior, financial value, and brand equity identified the major opportunity segments of the market. Subsequent conjoint trade-off analysis isolated several distinct elements of the product that, if modified, would likely increase profitable revenue. After these product changes were implemented and announced with appropriate messaging, performance was tracked on a continuous basis to ensure that messages were being received, understood, and acted upon. Having a comprehensive marketing effectiveness program enabled the client to manage their brand portfolio in a systematic, data-driven way while maintaining accountability to top management for monies spent.

The goal of optimizing marketing effectiveness can't be achieved through one single approach. Success depends on the integration of multiple methodologies and disciplines, all based on a common understanding of the marketing process. The importance of the financial opportunities and problems at different stages can be quite variable. For some companies, the best way to improve marketing effectiveness is through segmentation and product development improvements, while for others, mix-modeling will help them optimize the allocation of marketing spend. The key is to correctly define the problems before attempting to solve them. Don't settle for a superficially simple answer to “What's the ROI?” before understanding the workings of the overall marketing process.

To read more about Marketing Effectiveness, please visit www.mb-blog.com.